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Agenda
 Overview and introductions

 Needs assessment – overview and activity

 Break

 Post-occupancy assessment – overview    

and activity

Wrap-up



Brody Learning Commons – Johns Hopkins

How do you decide what students need in a
commons space?



Do your users need a space that provides
GIS and other specialized software & expertise?

Duke University  - The Edge



What specialized spaces would support valued
academic programs at your institution?

Game Lab - Hunt Library – North Carolina State



Why assess your library spaces?

• Planning a renovation/addition/new 
construction
– Needs assessment

• Documenting whether your building 
project has met its goals
– Post-occupancy assessment

• Needs assessment helps establish 
goals/objectives which can then be 
measured post-construction



Needs Assessment



Approaching needs assessment

• What are you trying to accomplish?

• What do your targeted user groups need?

• How does the space fit into your 
institutional context?

• How does the space fit into your 
institution’s priorities for learning, 
research, and community?



Why might student input 
not be sufficient?

• What do we know about what students 
like?
– Light

– Power and wifi

– Both solo and collaborative spaces

– Lots of writing surfaces

• What don’t we know?
– What kinds of assignments might they have if 

capabilities were available?



Thinking about institutional context

• Looking at spaces at the 
institutional level
– Ex: Can students easily find 

collaborative spaces in 
which to work?

• Looking at specialized 
facilities at the institutional 
level
– Ex: Is the Engineering 

makerspace open to all?

• Analyzing new programs 
offered by colleges or 
departments
– Ex: Are more departments 

incorporating use of GIS in 
student assignments?



Thinking about institutional interest 
in assessment

• What is important to your institution?
– Student success

– Persistence at the institution

– New learning goals

– Establishing a sense of community

– Undergraduate research

– Research (faculty) output



Thinking about institutional interest 
in assessment

• National Survey of Student Engagement 
(NSSE)

• AAC&U Liberal Education and America’s 
Promise (LEAP)

• National Institute for Learning Outcomes 
Assessment (NILOA)

• Learning analytics



Thinking about what matters

• For libraries, “studying” has been the 
clearest link to space and learning outside 
the classroom

• Do we want to broaden and/or deepen 
the links to learning?
– Support of specific programs

– Support of capstone projects or 
undergraduate research

– Support of creativity through new media



Components of assessment

Assessment is an iterative process
Components include:

o Identifying questions
o Operationalizing your questions
o Determining methods
o Identifying partners
o Developing data gathering instruments
o Gathering data
o Analyzing data
o Producing reports
o Communicating results



Which methodology?

• Some questions are better tackled by 
certain methods

• Complex questions need multiple 
methodologies; quantitative and 
qualitative

• Triangulation will yield richer, more 
accurate information



Micro-assessments
Claremont Colleges Library

As part of a space renovation
• Quick reply cards with 5 

questions

• Feedback whiteboards

• Device type use – router 
logs

Sarah Pickle, arl-assess listserv 
7/13/16

Princeton Theological 
Seminary

Micro logs of library stories

• Noted by staff

• Ex: students were 
recording sermons; added 
a podium and backdrop to 
their recording rooms

crln.acrl.org/content/76/6/302.full



Ohio State - Research Commons

• Data for decision making 2012-15
– LibQual 2009-13

– Graduate student listening sessions, focus 
groups, and partnership development 
sessions

– Working with marketing capstone course

– Use case development
• Digital humanities

• Technology

Alison Armstrong - www.cni.org/events/cniworkshops/dscw16/program-2016

http://www.cni.org/events/cniworkshops/dscw16/program-2016


Ohio State - Research Commons

• 7 concepts and assessment plan

• Breaking the mold
– Change perception from loud, undergrad 

space (survey, listening session)

– Change in perception of library as place

(LibQual)

– Event registration, appointments, room use 
(statistics compared to use of other areas of 
the library)



Group Activity: 
Needs Assessment



Needs Assessment Activity

• Read needs assessment scenario

• Select research question 
(undergrad or graduate students)

• Discuss questions / prompts

30 minutes



Self-Reflection:
Needs Assessment



A Couple of Helpful Tools





learningspacetoolkit.org

learningspacetoolkit.org


Post-Occupancy Assessment



Post-occupancy: Does this space provide a sense of 
community for undergrad commuting students?

Odegaard Library – University of Washington



“The Fusion Studio’s open layout is designed to promote interdisciplinary thinking and 
collaboration. It is inspired by, “Beyond Boundaries: A 2047 Vision,” which was created by 
President Timothy Sands and imagines the future of the university.” 
“Newman Library’s Fusion Studio Supports Interdisciplinary Thinking,” Collegiate Times, 
9/11/2016

Fusion Studio – Virginia Tech

http://www.collegiatetimes.com/news/newman-library-s-fusion-studio-promotes-interdisciplinary-thinking/article_924d6a98-785d-11e6-81de-37ca08bfa0cd.html


Partners in assessment

Campus
– Office of Undergraduate Education

– Center for Teaching & Learning

– Office of Institutional Research

– Faculty in departments with “methods” 
classes

– Campus initiatives
– Office of Undergraduate Research

– Student Success Center

– ESL Office



U. Tennessee Knoxville study

Goals:
• Gain a better understanding of how students 

use resources and services in the Commons in 
relation to both coursework and college life

• Demonstrate the value of the Commons 
environment to the University’s efforts in 
teaching, learning, and student success

Reported at OCLC event: Library in the Life of the User; see Thursday, 
October 22, 2015 8:30am session slides by Walker and Fleming-May, 
section on the Commons Study, beginning with slide 25 

http://www.oclc.org/research/events/2015/10-21.html


UTK: Student success/retention

• University found that students who left 
after freshman year often found:
– They did not feel part of the university

– They had personal difficulty adjusting to the 
university environment

– It’s not just academic; in fact many students 
who left had very good grades



UTK: Methods

• Demographic and academic success data 
from university offices

• Library survey and in-class survey



UTK: Some findings

• Over 70% said the using the commons 
made them feel involved in the university 
(some to very much)

• Students with a higher GPA made more 
use of research assistance in the commons



University of Calgary study 

• Do students come to the library with 
learning goals in mind and purposely 
choose specific spaces to help them 
achieve their goals?

Susan Beatty: Student Learning Behaviors in Informal Learning Spaces: 
A Research Study (poster presented at STLHE2016) – Susan also 
presented her research at LAC2016!

https://stlhe2016sapes.sched.org/event/76Ev/poster55-student-learning-behaviours-in-informal-learning-spaces-a-research-study


Library Stories: NC State

• Micro-case studies
• Qualitative data
• Examples of achieving 
goals related to spaces 
(and more)
• Connections to 
academic programs, 
courses, informal 
learning

lib.ncsu.edu/stories

lib.ncsu.edu/stories


Group Activity: 
Post-occupancy Assessment



Post-Occupancy Activity

Read the undergrad or graduate student 
post-occupancy assessment scenario 
(dependent on which research question you focused on 
earlier)

Discuss the 2 questions related to the space 
goals

30 minutes



Self-Reflection:
Post-Occupancy Assessment



Concluding Thoughts



Thank You!
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